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design • innovation • excellence
Look. Feel. Touch. Your senses tell you when something is right. This collection of designs has been brought together 
without compromise to give you  the kitchen that is exactly right for you.
These kitchens are made with passion and acute attention to detail, using the finest materials available, all sourced 
from sustainable forests. Subtle innovative touches can be seen in the wide variety of classic and contemporary 
kitchens we offer. We strive for excellence in everything we do, from construction through to the multitude of 
different finishes available. 

The design, innovation and excellence we offer means a beautiful kitchen that will enhance your home and your life, 
every day.
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4   mowbray light oak



mowbray light oak
Beautiful oak in a simple shaker design, a 
blank canvas waiting for you to put your 
own stamp on it. Use by itself or can be 
contrasted with painted mowbray to great 
effect.

mowbray light oak   5mowbray light oak   5



6   mowbray block painted snowdrop & carbon



mowbray painted
“block painted snowdrop & carbon”

The striking combination of these 
finishes on the crisp lines of the 
mowbray are complimented by the 
flowing rounds of the curved doors and 
chunky quarter round pilasters.

mowbray block painted snowdrop & carbon   7



mowbray maple
“painted maple - bluebell & snowdrop”

This “mowbray” painted maple kitchen 
has been finished in the contrasting 
colours of “bluebell” and “snowdrop”. 
When we finish maple using our 
special finishes technique, the result is 
a perfectly smooth and flawless surface 
with no grain showing.

8   mowbray painted maple - bluebell & snowdrop 



mowbray painted
“natural painted pebble”

The beautiful oak graining is clearly visible on this simply styled painted kitchen. Perfectly flush joints on the straight 
and curved doors show how well the doors have been made from this superior material.

mowbray natural painted pebble   9



10   true oak



true oak
This model enhances the popular 
shaker style with an interesting 
stepped moulding on the inside  
of the door frame. A subtle 
natural washed oak is the 
standard finish which has a light 
and airy appeal. The “true oak”  
is part of the special finishes 
range. Please turn to pages 14–15 
to see the full range of colours 
available.

true oak painted english grey   11



village oak
The warm honey tones of the oak are contrasted by the hand shaded profile around its centre panel – giving this 
kitchen character and a timeless appeal. Solid block pilasters complement the simple lines of this kitchen perfectly.

12   village oak



hepplewhite
This solid birch design is stained in the palest of shades. This makes it the ideal solution for those wanting to create 
a fresh and light contemporary space whilst retaining the quality feel of a wooden kitchen.

hepplewhite   13



Many of our ranges are available to be specially finished in a wide 
range of standard colours, many of them inspired by nature and 
the environment around us. There are two ways that we finish the 
sanded oak.

natural painted
Our standard paint finish that allows as much of the natural 
grain to be seen. One even coat of beautiful colour sealed in with 
two coats of a clear matt lacquer.

block painted
The contours of the oak graining are still visible but the overall 
effect is far more ‘block’.
The natural wood is first primed and then covered with two coats 
of paint. This is also the standard method for painting maple, and 
the airo & horizon contemporary models.

special finishes

standard pallette

14   special  finishes

White Snowdrop Ivory Alabaster

Buttermilk Traditional Blue Traditional Green English Green

English Blue Fern Sage Bluebell

Truffle English Grey Pebble English Red

Nero (Stain) Carbon (Block only)



Our standard palette of colours will suit most tastes, but if you need a more 
specific colour to match the decor of your project, our finishing department 
can colour match accurately to any RAL number or paint colour from any 
manufactures colour swatch.

Part of our bespoke service includes being able to manufacture 
special size doors in all our 5 piece door model ranges *. This 
will enable you to get around any design issues you may have 
in your kitchen. Making no compromises means you will get 
your perfect kitchen.

*except menton range

bespoke services

bespoke services   15



16   corbiere oak natural matt & snowdrop



corbiere oak 
“natural matt & snowdrop”

A simple shaker styled kitchen with 
smooth and softened edges looks perfect 
painted in this “block snowdrop” colour. 
Adding natural oak has personalised this 
luxurious kitchen.

corbiere oak natural matt & snowdrop   17



18   accent light oak



accent light oak
The accent is a new concept in five piece contemporary 
door design. This unique model features horizontal 
oak graining to its centre panel. The linear look is 
emphasised by a profiled, continuous top and bottom 
rail. This avant-garde styling will fit seamlessly around 
your kitchen.

accent light oak    19



20   accent truffle & nero



accent 
Special finishing the ‘accent’ door will personalise 
this model to your kitchen. The amazing choice of 
colours can be used individually or combined as these 
pictures illustrate.

The ‘truffle’ kitchen on the opposite page uses nero 
drawer fronts and plinth to reinforce the horizontal 
linear styling.

On this page the ‘block ivory’ emphasises the clean 
lines that are the feature of the unique ‘accent’ design. 

accent nero & ivory    21



22   woodsman



woodsman
The focal point of this kitchen design is the 
knotty character oak – a clear matt finish is 
applied to extra wide frames allowing the 
unique pieces of timber to be centre stage in 
your contemporary kitchen – shown with 
deco knobs.

woodsman    23



24   woodsman pebble



woodsman pebble    25

woodsman painted
“block painted pebble”

The woodsman kitchen looks superb painted in this delicate colour. Oversized cornice flows around the tops of the 
chunky quarter round pilasters. Painted woodsman also combines beautifully with woodsman character oak.



26   monarch walnut



monarch walnut
The rich colour of this walnut kitchen furniture suits 
this contemporary design perfectly. This kitchen 
is shown with solid work surfaces that follow the 
shape of the optional curved doors perfectly.

monarch walnut    27



28   monarch light oak



monarch light oak
The clear finish of the monarch light oak 
allows the selected straight graining to 
come through, complementing its crisp 
contemporary lines – shown here with 
optional curved doors.

monarch painted 
The english blue kitchen shown here is a 
wonderfully neutral colour that blends 
beautifully with other natural tones. 
The glass display doors feature ‘georgian 
glazing bars’, as an alternative to plain 
frames of glass, or gothic style as shown 
on the next pages.

monarch english blue    29



30   monarch buttermilk

monarch painted
This ‘natural’ painted buttermilk kitchen features drawers finished in contrasting light oak. 
The overmantle & optional gothic frames add a touch of detail to the simple shaker styling.



monarch nature
You can clearly see from the door that 
the monarch nature features a heavily 
grained character centre panel, this 
contrasts beautifully with the straight 
grain of its wide frame.

monarch nature    31



32   monarch maple



monarch maple
The clean smooth appearance of natural 
maple wood complements the crisp simple 
lines of the monarch design – now available 
with a full range of curved doors and 
accessories for wall and base units. The clean 
smooth appearance of natural maple wood 
complements the crisp simple lines of the 
monarch design – now available with a full 
range of curved doors and accessories for 
wall and base units.

monarch maple   33 



barn
Is an elegant solid oak twin 
panelled design, warmly stained 
and lightly distressed all over. 
All accessories have been  
co-ordinated to emphasise the 
solidity of this design, especially 
the cornice which stands 
110mm tall and is made from 
character solid oak.

barn cross bar
Add a traverse rail across the 
‘barn’, design and you have the 
uniquely hand crafted ‘barn  
cross bar’.

34   barn oak



barn cross bar   35 



36   lambris light oak & traditional blue



lambris
This traditionally styled stop chamfered 
oak design features a subtley distressed 
frame and a tongue & groove styled 
solid centre panel. The random 
imperfect joints are clearly visible in this 
light oak kitchen that has been finished 
in a clear matt lacquer, showing off 
the carefully selected oak. This kitchen 
features a ‘traditional blue’ island.
There are a choice of eighteen standard 
beautiful colours. The standard way of 
finishing this model is to rub down the 
edges of the frame exposing the natural 
wood underneath, then seal in a clear 
matt lacquer. Because this process is 
carried out by hand the doors are also 
available fully finished on the edges.

lambris light oak   37 



38   lambris ivory



picture from p61last year
with text

lambris
The lambris is part of our special 
finishes range and is ideally suited to be 
finished in a choice of eighteen beautiful 
colours. The standard way of finishing 
this model is to rub down the edges of 
the frame exposing the natural wood 
underneath, then seal in a clear matt 
lacquer. Because this process is carried 
out by hand the doors are also available 
fully finished on the edges.

lambris   39 



regent
The in-frame kitchen shown here is a fusion of perfect straight 
lines and soft round curves. The contemporary shaker bar 
handles match the linear design of this modern kitchen 
perfectly.

 

40   regent light oak



regent light oak   41 



42   regent alabaster



images from p65 last year + text

regent painted 
“natural painted alabaster”

This regent in-frame kitchen has been finished in alabaster – a warm 
colour that matches well with all natural tones. The many curves 
fitted enable an ergonomic flow around the kitchen.

regent alabaster   43 



44   stamford light oak



stamford
Stamford light oak - this timeless kitchen features 
the stamford door - the raised panel style has 
evolved into a contemporary design in its own 
right.  This concept is taken one step further by a 
solid profiled plinth and a completely new design 
of profiled, handleless drawer, shown clearly above.

stamford light oak   45 



46   stamford ivory & sage



stamford painted
“natural painted ivory & sage”

The elegant raised and fielded centre panels of this solid stamford kitchen look beautiful in the contrasting colours of 
ivory and sage. Combine two or more colours for your perfect kitchen.

stamford ivory & sage   47 



design classics 
The mark of a truly classic design is how it stands the test 
of time. Many of these designs have been sold by us for 
many years and their classic design features made from 
beautiful materials remain the choice of those who prefer 
more traditional styling. Models such as antiquaire and 
versailles look perfect in the right settings and can actually 
be hand sprayed in a range of colours to compliment 
their antique finishes. The bauhaus maple is a solid shaker 
design of unrivalled quality that will look as good in 
another twenty years as it does today. Models such as the 
plateau walnut and maple can be mixed with the orion or 
horizon high gloss ranges to great effect. Choose a kitchen 
that is right for you. A “design  
classic” would be a perfect 

choice for years to come.

Versailles
48   antiquaire



Menton Light

Colonial

Pine Duo

Antique Pine

Sutherland Pine

Menton Antique

rutland ‘T’ bar  49 



Grand Classic Antique Straight 

Savoie Maple

Olde Shaker

Shaker Light OakGrand Classic Light Straight

Grand Classic Antique Cambered

50   grand classic light cambered  



Plateau Maple

Bauhaus Maple

Shaker Maple

Pageant
plateau walnut   51 



52   orion white



orion white
The broad appeal of this 
simply styled kitchen is 
undeniable. Suited to all types 
of kitchens in all kinds of 
properties the orion oozes 
functionality and desirability.

orion white   53 



54   orion alabaster



orion alabaster
Inject some urban sophistication 
into your home. Natural and 
artificial lights create interesting 
reflections that dance on the 
straight lines and flowing curves 
of this glossy kitchen.

orion alabaster   55 



56   horizon nero oak & alabaster gloss



horizon 
“nero oak & alabaster gloss”

A very interesting design, combining 
high gloss with the texture of 
horizontal oak veneer stained “nero”. 
Combined with unique features 
such as the chisel moulding and 
scalloped plinth, the result is a truly 
contemporary kitchen.

horizon nero oak & alabaster gloss   57 



58   horizon grey & carbon matt



horizon 
“grey & carbon matt”

This slab styled kitchen painted in contrasting shades of matt grey is enhanced with unique design features such as the 
chisel moulding around the wall units and a scalloped plinth detail.

horizon grey & carbon matt   59 



60   airo white gloss



airo 
“white gloss” 
Shown here in sparkling white this sleek 
handleless design marries functionality 
with sophisticated design flair. The large 
internal curves allow the crisp lines to 
flow around the kitchen.

airo white gloss   61 



62   airo alabaster gloss & natural oak



airo 
“alabaster  gloss & natural oak”

The cool finish of the high gloss mixes well 
with the warmth of the airo natural oak. The 
horizontal grain of this flat handleless design 
reinforces the linear appeal of this kitchen.

airo alabaster gloss & natural oak   63 



door furniture
This beautiful range of high quality handles are here to compliment the kitchen of your choice. All of these handles 
are featured throughout this brochure and it can be seen how they will influence the style you are trying to achieve.

Cast iron ‘bar’ handles

 

Cast iron ‘arrow’ handles

Cast iron ‘barn’ handles Cast iron ‘slug’ handles

Cast iron ‘round’ knobs

Cast iron ‘cushion’ knob

Cast iron ‘deco’ knob

60mm knobs

walnut

oak

maple

Cast iron ‘bow’ handles

Cast iron ‘gothic’ handles

‘D’ traditional handles

Cup drawer handles

Beech ‘D’ handle Barley handle

64   door furniture

320mm 

224mm 

192mm 

128mm 

96mm 

128mm 

160mm 

4” 

5” 

7” 

160mm 

128mm 

96mm 

35mm 

55mm 

437mm 

350mm 

128mm 

457mm 

305mm 

160mm 



Cast iron ‘arrow’ handles

Shaker style bar handles

576mm 

384mm 

192mm 

160mm 

96mm 

64mm 

Steel ‘D’ handles

Block handle160mm 

160mm 

224mm 

Steel bar handles

237mm 

337mm 

595mm 

677mm 

Clivia - Aluminium anodised
26 lengths - 108mm to 1300mm

Brema - Stainless steel look
10 lengths - 170mm to 682mm

Venusia - Bright chrome
Venusia - Stainless steel look
60mm square Genoa - Stainless steel look

Genoa - Bright chrome
170mm

door furniture   65 



Old England Stamford Country Tongue & Groove Monarch

bespoke in-frame kitchens
This part of the brochure is devoted to our range of fully bespoke in-frame kitchens. Every kitchen will be unique, 
tailored to your exact individual requirements. The many styles are shown here and are available in a choice of solid 
woods and different finishes. These are complemented by 
a variety of accessories which will help you to style your 
kitchen exactly to your own personal taste.

The key feature of the bespoke in-frame range is the 
beautifully constructed door attached to a frame by butt 
hinges. To secure the door once it is shut we use a brass 
ball catch system.

The following pages will show you how some of the finest 
fitted furniture could make a real difference to your home 
and the people that live in it.

Shaker

66   bespoke in-frame kitchens



bespoke in-frame kitchens   67 



68   shaker maple painted ivory



shaker maple
“painted ivory”

The ultimate in clean and simple 
lines. These solid maple doors and 
drawers have been painted in ivory 
with matching painted accessories. 
This is further enhanced by 
oversized ¼ round pilasters.

shaker maple painted ivory   69 



shaker nero 90mm
Simple shaker style doors, stained almost 
black, with a matt lacquer to accentuate 
their crisp contemporary lines.  Shown 
here with optional curved doors.

70   shaker nero 90mm



shaker walnut 90mm
Shaker walnut combines the crisp shaker style with solid walnut, a wood that exudes quality, warmth and a depth 
of colour in it’s natural grain that is unsurpassed.

shaker walnut 90mm   71 



72   old england light oak



old england
This sink dresser is shown featuring the old england light oak with a raised 
solid centre panel. The quality of wood selection is evident in its clear and 
even tones. In this instance it is shown with wide drawers in its double 
frames, corinthian 50mm columns and a feature ‘keystone’ plate rack.

old england light oak   73 



stamford painted
“natural english green” 

A classically english styled kitchen 
featuring solid oak raised panels, subtly 
painted to allow the natural grain of the 
timber to show through. This has been 
embellished with accessories, such as 
the castellated moulding beneath the 
cornice, to accentuate a feeling of luxury.

74   stamford english green



stamford english green   75 



76   country barn



country barn
This traditionally inspired country ‘barn’ 
kitchen features an island in contrasting 
country buttermilk.  Looking around this 
kitchen many special features are evident - 
the elegant ‘corbelled’ overmantle, the special 
lattice and glazing bar dresser doors, the 
keystone open shelf and wine rack units, as 
well as three types of pilasters.  The overall 
effect, combined with subtle distressing, 
makes a uniquely crafted and special kitchen.

country barn   77 



78   country character oak 90mm



country character oak 90mm
The transparency of the matt natural lacquer allows the superb graining of the knotty 
character oak to shine through. This traditional cock-bead design uses generous 
amounts of timber and exudes a feeling of honesty and well being.

country character oak 90mm   79 



80   tongue & groove light oak



tongue & groove
The light oak kitchen to the left 
captures the warm and inviting tones 
of the beautiful oak it has been made 
from, and is enhanced be the intricate 
detail of the tongue & groove centre 
panel. An optional heart cut-out is 
available on doors 400mm wide and 
above. 

The traditionally styled english dresser 
on the right is painted ivory, but also 
subtly distressed to give a worn and 
lived in feel.

tongue & groove “natural” painted ivory   81 



tongue & groove painted
“natural english blue”

Tongue & groove english blue - an easy to live with colour 
- this english blue tongue & groove kitchen combines 
elegant tones with a classical design. The cast iron bar 
handles are particularly suited to the tongue & groove 
centre panels.

82   tongue & groove english blue



tongue & groove english blue   83 



monarch maple
The bright and contemporary natural 
tones of maple wood complement the 
overall feel of this modern kitchen. 
Shown here with matching curved 
cabinets, this kitchen is further 
enhanced by exciting lighting and 
eyecatching worksurfaces.

monarch painted
The soft tones of this ‘monarch 
buttermilk’ kitchen emit a feeling of 
calmness and neutrality that combine 
well with the straight lines and perfect 
curves shown here.

84   monarch maple



monarch “natural” painted buttermilk   85 



monarch light oak
This ‘monarch light oak’ kitchen brings together traditional oak graining with a crisp and simple design. It is shown 
here with a solid surface worktop, giving it a cohesive contemporary look. This kitchen also features a ‘monarch nero’ 
centre island.

86   monarch light oak



monarch light oak   87 



88   monarch horizontal walnut



monarch horizontal walnut
This “monarch walnut” kitchen has been contrasted with maple painted in ivory to create a truly individual kitchen. 
The centre panels feature horizontal grain and have been finished in a clear lacquer to highlight the beautiful natural 
patterns in walnut.

monarch horizontal walnut   89 



standard pallette

door range

bespoke in-frame

Mowbray True Oak Monarch Stamford Woodsman Corbiere Corbiere Duo Accent Lambris Regent

Profiled drawer front can be used with 
any range of square edged doors and 
can be special finished.

All the doors on this page only, including the bespoke in-frame 
range are available in standard finishes and also the special finishes 
colour palette shown above. See pages 14 - 15 for more information.  

Mowbray Maple

Shaker 70 + 90mm Old England Stamford Country 70 + 90mm Tongue & Groove Monarch

90   door range

Airo Oak Horizon Oak Airo Matt Horizon Matt



Menton
(4 finishes)

Plateau Village Hepplewhite Pageant Bauhaus Maple Rutland Rutland ‘T’

Sutherland Pine Colonial

Barn Cross Bar

Antiquaire Versailles Versailles Ceruse Monarch Walnut Monarch Maple Monarch Nature

Monarch Gothic Grand Classic 
Cambered

Grand Classic 
Straight

Grand Classic 
Cambered Antique

Grand Classic 
Straight Antique

Savoie

Plateau Walnut

Antique Pine Duo Pine

Barn

Shaker 70mm
(4 finishes)

door range   91 

Orion Alabaster 
Gloss

Airo White 
Gloss

Airo Alabaster 
Gloss

Horizon White 
Gloss

Horizon Alabaster 
Gloss

Orion White 
Gloss
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